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Abstract
With the help of Autonomic Computing System characteristics, we can develop the applications to be more adaptive to the changes
that take place at the run-time. When designing software, in most cases two or more patterns are to be composed to solve a bigger
problem. In this paper we will propose a Design Pattern which is an amalgamation of Worker Object Aspect Oriented Design
Pattern, Lookup Design Pattern, Row Data Gateway Design Pattern, Observer Design Pattern, Component Insertion and Com-
ponent Removal Design Patterns for Dynamic Reconﬁguration of Component-Based Systems using RMI. Our proposal mainly
focuses on the efﬁcient method of accessing the web services in a distributed environment. We were successful in providing the
Self-Reconﬁguration between the currently existing Components in the system and newly inserted/removed components within a
system in a distributed environment. We have used the Asynchronous RMI distributed computing mechanism to successfully insert
and remove the components within an application/system in run-times.
c© 2012 Published by Elsevier Ltd. Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of the Department of Computer Science &
Engineering, National Institute of Technology Rourkela.
Keywords: Autonomic Computing System; Design Patterns; Feature-Oriented Programming (FOP); Aspect-Oriented Programming (AOP); Remote
Method Invocation (RMI).
1. Introduction
The most widely focused elements of the autonomic computing systems are self-* properties[2]. So for a system
to be self-manageable they should be self-conﬁguring, self-healing, self-optimizing, self-protecting and they have to
exhibit self-awareness, self-situation and self-monitoring properties [1]. In order to achieve the vision of an autonomic
computing system[1], it requires a system to be able to dynamically adapt to its environment and most of the adapta-
tions that are used in an autonomic system would tend to be crosscutting in nature. Different programming paradigms
have been introduced for enhancing the dynamic behavior of the programs. Few among them are the Aspect oriented
programming (AOP) and Feature oriented programming (FOP) with both of them having the ability to modularize the
crosscutting concerns, where the former is dependent on aspects ,advice and lateral one on the collaboration design
and reﬁnements.
Design Patterns are most often used in the development of the software applications were they are used to provide
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the solutions to the most repeatedly occurring problems while developing an application. So with the help of design
patterns we can achieve self-reconﬁguration property of an autonomic computing system. As far as we know, there
are no studies on composition of design patterns and pattern languages for autonomic computing domain. When it
comes to the component-oriented programming, the applications at the server side are developed as a composition
of different components to provide the services to the clients, but when there is requirement for the reconﬁguration
among those components due to the changes in the current deployed environment, it was really very complex to pro-
vide the reconﬁguration capability to that application development. Even when there is a requirement for insertion
or removal of the new components (say for example Java beans/EJB Components) to attain reconﬁguration to fulﬁll
client requirements dynamically, there was a need to stop/shutdown for a while the application at server side for the
replacement of old component with the new component and resulting to a maximum amount of delay in the service
provided by the server.
The original article by the authors Kramer and Magee [3], they have described a process called ”freezing” of applica-
tion components, which actually includes stopping of the whole components activity. So here in this process we can
see that interruption time is more and also the reconﬁguration is done by freezing whole component. An article by the
author M. Wermelinger [4], has improved the algorithm by just blocking the connections between the components.
Which have minimized the time of interruption by blocking just the connections involved between the components.
So in the dynamic reconﬁguration of the component-based applications can involve several atomic operations like,
component insertion, component deletion, and component parameters modiﬁcations. After performing all the above
operations we have to make sure that there is a continuous service after reconﬁguration, the application must be in
Reconﬁgurable state. In paper [5] several levels of consistence have been deﬁned Local component consistency for
state transfer. Global consistency for application invariants that must not be violated during a reconﬁguration. Struc-
tural consistency deals with the integrity among application component interfaces.
One of the most important aspects we have to keep in mind while developing the Dynamic Reconﬁguration of
component-based applications is, when we are performing the component insertion and removal from the applica-
tion then we have make sure that all the transactions that were being executed or processed by the components
in existing system are processed completely and there are no interdependent transactions which may lead the sys-
tem/application go into a deadlock state. So ﬁnally we have to make sure that before the new component inser-
tion/removal/modiﬁcation operation takes place we have to block all the transactions or communications channels
between the components and no further new transactions must be allowed in the system until the application is recon-
ﬁgured successfully.
2. Related Work
In this section we present some works that deal with different autonomic systems design. There are number of
publications reporting the adaptive nature of the systems where changes occur depending upon the environments in
which they are deployed. They provide the ability to monitor, to make decisions and to reconﬁgure at run-time.
In Rasche and Poize paper [7] they will analyze the timing behavior of the implemented dynamic reconﬁguration
algorithm in order to allow for predictable execution times. They describe how complex component-based real-time
applications can be adapted to changing environmental conditions, continuously meeting all tasks deadlines during
dynamic reconﬁguration.
In Olivier Aubert, Antoine Beugnard [8] they proposed an Adaptive Strategy Design Pattern that can be used to
analyze or design self-adaptive systems. It makes the signiﬁcant components usually involved in a self-adaptive
system explicit, and studies their interactions. They show how the components participate in the adaptation process,
and characterize some of their properties.
In M. Vishnuvardhan and T. Ramesh paper [9] discuss applying the Adaptive Monitoring Compliance Design Pattern
for autonomic systems. The authors of the paper uses adaptive design pattern called adaptive sensor factory have been
proposed to make the monitoring infrastructure of the adaptive system more dynamic by fusing the sensor factory
pattern, observer and strategy patterns. This pattern will determine the type of sensor that suits best for monitoring the
client. In Vishnuvardhan Mannava, and T. Ramesh paper [10] discuss applying an Autonomic Design Patterns which
are used to analyze or design self-adaptive systems. They harvested this pattern and applied it on unstructured peer to
peer networks and Web services environments[15].
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Don Batory, Jacob Neal Sarvela, and Axel Rauschmayer, Scaling Step-Wise Reﬁnement [11] in this work they have
explained that Step-wise reﬁnement is a powerful paradigm for developing a complex program from a simple program
by adding features incrementally. They presented the AHEAD (Algebraic Hierarchical Equations for Application
Design) model that shows how step-wise reﬁnement scales to synthesize multiple programs and multiple non-code
representations.
Because of the previous proposed works as described above, we applied the aspect oriented design patterns and object-
oriented design patterns along with inclusion of the feature-oriented software development capability to autonomic
systems for the insertion of new components into the application.
3. Proposed Design Pattern
In our proposed work we will focus on the solutions of the two most well know problems. They are:
• To provide an efﬁcient way of accessing the services provided by the servers using Asynchronous Remote
Method Invocation (RMI) with the help of distributed computing design pattern (Lookup pattern [12]), Database
Access design pattern (Row Data Gateway pattern [12]), Worker Object Aspect Design Pattern [14].
• To provide an efﬁcient way of providing the server side self-Reconﬁguration of the Components in component-
based application development using the Component Insertion/Removal design patterns [6], Observer design
pattern [13].
Fig. 1. Proposed Algorithmic structure for server side reconﬁguration of components in component-based application
For the ﬁrst proposal of efﬁcient access of services at the servers we have used the design patterns for providing the
reliable form of services to clients. Initially the Client will request the Centralized Service Repository to check for
the availability of the service it is interested in. Then the Centralized Service Repository will check with the available
services in its Repository (any database) with the help of Row Data Gateway Database access pattern for efﬁcient
database access. If the requested service is provided by a server in remote location somewhere in the network, then it
will check whether it is currently activated by the respective service provider. If the ﬁeld Availability is set to TRUE
value then the Centralized Service Repository will return the status of the service as available and the Remote Object
Reference through which the client can access the service from the remote location through Stubs in RMI. If the
service is Inactive that is set to FALSE then it will send the message as Service currently not available to the client.
So once the client come to know the availability of service then initiates a connection with the remote VM containing
the remote object, Marshals (writes and transmits) the parameters to the remote VM, it does not wait for the result
of the method invocation instead it assigns the clients request to a new thread, which will take care of waiting for
the result to be returned from the server, and so the client can do some other work instead of waiting for the result.
This is what we have used in our work to provide Asynchronous RMI mechanism instead of using synchronous RMI
mechanism. Then the thread will unmarshals (reads) the return value or exception returned and then ﬁnally return the
value to the caller.
Then at the server side the Skeleton will perform the initially unmarshals (reads) the parameters for the remote method
(remember that these were marshaled by the stub on the client side), then Invokes the method on the actual remote
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object implementation, Marshals (writes and transmits) the result (return value or exception) to the caller (which is
then unmarshalled by the stub).
3.1. The Proposed Algorithm
The Proposed Algorithmic structure for server side reconﬁguration of components in component-based application
can be seen in Figure 1. Our Algorithm mainly consists of three phases:
• Initialization State
• Blocking zone State (we have to perform both insertion of new component then removal of the old one by
freeing the memory allocated)
• Activation State
3.2. What is Reconﬁguration Plan?
Sequential statement’s that we specify to our system to get satisﬁed before it starts the insertion or deletion of the
components from the system. Initially when a server triggers the Reconﬁguration of Components within itself, then it
is the responsibility of the server to check that before it can apply the component insertion or deletion operations all
the Transactions currently running at the respective components are completed perfectly without any interdependency
among the transactions.
To perform this task the server will take help of the Observer Design Pattern [13]. Once the server decide to perform
the reconﬁguration then it will call the Observer Pattern to check whether all the currently running transactions are
down completely and it is the responsibility of the Observer Pattern to make sure that once the Transactions have been
completed fully then it should block all the further new transactions forwarded to the components and pave way for
the server to start the reconﬁguration of the components in component-based application. Here we are representing
the steps that are involved in the Component Insertion/Removal patterns [6]. The algorithm as follows:
3.2.1. Initialization State
• Step1: Load the Reconﬁguration Plan [the component is loaded at run time as a Feature Module].
• Step2: Component to be inserted must be initialized to either default state (or) some-previously preserved state.
3.2.2. Blocking zone State
Insertion of new component
• Step3: Set new Component to passive state.
• Step4: Reconﬁguration plan is analyzed once again to determine which components will share a new connection
with new component.
• Step5: Neighboring components are set to the passive state, send messages to them to go into passive state.
• Step6: A Driver receives all the pending ACKS that neighboring components are passive, and then new com-
ponent can be linked by the Driver.
• Step7: In order to link the new component the server will establish a new skeleton interface for this new
component to be get linked into the servers run-time environment, so any server can have more than one skeleton
interfaces for any number of components to be inserted as a newly reconﬁgured components in run-time and
making it available to client through their respective stubs.
• Step8: Once the skeleton for Respective new Component is created at the server and then linked into the server
as new component and Activate commands are send to the passive components to wake up from passive to
active state.
Removal of old component
• Step9: Load the Reconﬁguration Plan (this plan is different from that of the insertion plan).
• Step10: The Component which you want to remove must be sent quiescent Command. (Here when the compo-
nents receive this command then it has to make sure that it has completed all the previous accepted Transactions
processing completed then only it has to go quiescent state).
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• Step11: After the component you want to delete goes in to quiescent state then the Driver class will sent the
passivated commands to all its neighboring Components.
• Step12: After the Driver receives the ACKs from all the neighboring Components that they all have completed
their respective transactions completely and have switched to passive state.
• Step13: The component can now be removed or unlinked from other components. Here we will just deallocate
the allotted memory to this component by specifying the Garbage collector. So as the memory occupied by the
deleted component is free it can be used by other new component or existing once.
• Step14: As the Component is deleted from the memory, now the Driver can send the Activate command to
every passive state component to become active.
3.2.3. Activation State
• Step15: End of Reconﬁguration stage and Observer pattern will provide the schedule of all the transactions
(Pending work) that need to be processed at the reconﬁgured components for fulﬁlling the client requests.
4. Design Pattern Template
To facilitate the organization, understanding, and application of the proposed design patterns, this paper uses a
template similar in style to that used in [6].
Fig. 2. Proposed Design Pattern Structure for the Component-Based Autonomic Computing System
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Fig. 3. State Chart Diagram for Reconﬁguration of components in Autonomic Computing System
4.1. Pattern Name
Design Pattern for Dynamic Reconﬁguration of Component-based Applications Using Autonomic Computing Sys-




Systematically applies the Design Patterns to a distributed Computing System to provide reliable access to the
services at remote servers and for providing the dynamic reconﬁguration in component-based applications.
4.4. Context
Our design pattern may be used when:
• The service that you want to access is on a remote system and you need to invoke it with the help of design
patterns and efﬁcient access to database using database access related patterns.
• When required to perform the reconﬁguration at the server side between the components present with in a server
or distributed in a network.
• To perform the dynamic reconﬁguration without much delay.
4.5. Proposed Pattern Structure
A UML class diagram for the proposed design Pattern can be found in Figure 2.
4.6. Participants
• Client: It is Responsible for the purpose of accepting the client request and then generating a request for the
checking of availability of a service in the Centralized Service Reference. If the return result is true then the
service is available at a particular server and it will receive the Reference object to access that service through
RMI.
• Centralized Service References <<LookupService>>: It is responsible for the purpose of ﬁnding whether
the required service is available at any server by checking in its Data base repository using Row Data Gateway.
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Here each and every server will store the details of the services it provides in the Data Base Repository through
Centralized Service Reference. Each and every server will provide the entry values in the data repository for
Name of the service, Reference Object to access it, and Availability status of it currently
• Row Data Gateway: is responsible for the purpose of providing the efﬁcient access to the database using
Centralized Service References.
• Data Base Repository: it is the database where all the information about a service that is available at the server
is provided in form of attributes in a database.
• Worker Object Pattern <<AspectCode>>: it is the design pattern responsible for the purpose of handling
the requests from the multiple clients in separate worker object threads. So that the Centralized Service Repos-
itory will not be going into a waiting state to handle another client request until the ﬁrst client is serving is
completed.
• Server: It is responsible for the purpose of accepting the service requests from the clients and then processing
those requests. Here it is also responsible for providing the reconﬁguration of the components in a component
based application.
• Driver: It is the very important class here as it performs Reconﬁguration Plan Loading operation, and informing
the observer to block the connections of the components after completion of current running transactions and
not allow further acceptance of the transactions to process. It is also responsible for generating the commands to
make the components which are newly being inserted to a passive state and to make the Component which are
to be removed from the currently existing component application to a quiescent state. And also it will generate
the commands to make all the neighboring components to attain passive state while reconﬁguration is taking
place also to generate the commands that will activate these passive components to Activated state.
• Reconﬁguration Plan: It is responsible for the purpose of loading the Reconﬁguration plan steps like: 1) before
performing the reconﬁguration the Driver class have to make sure that all the components have ﬁnished their
processing of transactions, 2) And also it have make sure that there are no interdependent transactions which
have been blocked form processing and can lead to component to go in a deadlock state.
• States Interface: It is responsible for the purpose of making the state changes of the components in the appli-
cation from quiescent, passive, active states respectively. Here this interface can be loaded dynamically with
the help of dynamic crosscutting techniques in the Aspect-Oriented Programming (AOP) or by just writing it
explicitly into the server code.
4.7. Consequences
• With the help of this design pattern we can efﬁciently access the services in the remote locations very comfort-
ably by using database access pattern.
• With the help of our proposed algorithmic structure of reconﬁguration of the components, we can achieve the
Dynamic Reconﬁguration among the components in a Component-Oriented Application.
4.8. Related Design Patterns
• Case-Based Reasoning Design Pattern [6]
• Divide and Conquer Design Pattern [6]
The view of our proposed design pattern for the Autonomic Computing System can be seen in the form of a class
diagram see Figure 2. Its dynamic behavior is depicted in Figures 3 and 4
5. Conclusion & Future Work
In this paper we have proposed a design pattern and showed the dynamic reconﬁguration of the components.
Insertion or removal of the components in the system can be down without getting any ambiguity of deadlocks while
processing the transactions. Also the efﬁcient use of the data base access related patterns and distributed computing
patterns for easy access of the services at the remote servers by using asynchronous RMI mechanism. There is
much scope for the future work in this ﬁeld where we are implementing the same design pattern for the service
composition using the Service Oriented Architecture (SOA). And also we are studying how to apply the same logic
of reconﬁguration of the components in a Peer-to-Peer based distributed system.
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Fig. 4. Sequence Diagram for Reconﬁguration of components in Autonomic Computing System
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